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ABSTRACT
The raised volume rapid thoraco-abdominal compression (RVRTC) technique is commonly used to obtain full
forced expiratory manoeuvres from infants, but reference equations derived from “in-house” equipment
have been shown to be inappropriate for current commercially available devices.
Aim: To explore the impact of equipment differences on RVRTC outcomes; derive robust equipment-specific
RVRTC reference ranges and investigate their potential clinical impact on data interpretation.
Method: RVRTC data from healthy subjects using Jaeger® BabyBody or the “RASP” systems were collated
from four centres internationally. Data were excluded if gestational age<37w or birthweight<2.5kg.
Reference equations for RVRTC outcomes were constructed using the LMS (lambda-mu-sigma) method, and
compared with published equations using data from new-born screened infants with cystic fibrosis(CF)
Results: RVRTC data from 429 healthy infants (50.3% boys; 88% White) on 639 occasions aged 4-118w were
available. When plotted against length, flows were significantly higher with RASP than Jaeger, requiring
construction of separate equipment-specific regression equations. When comparing results derived from the
new equations with those from widely used published equations based on different equipment,
discrepancies in forced expired volumes and flows of up to 2.5 z-scores were observed, the magnitude of
which increased with age. According to published equations, 25% of infants with CF fell below the 95% limits
of normal for FEV0.5, compared with only 10% when using the new equations.
Conclusion: Use of equipment-specific prediction equations for RVRTC outcomes will enhance interpretation
of infant lung function results; particularly during longitudinal follow-up.
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KEY MESSAGES
WHAT IS THE KEY QUESTION?
To what extent are results derived from the raised volume technique for assessing forced expiratory
manoeuvres in infants misinterpreted due to use of inappropriate reference equations?

WHAT IS THE BOTTOM LINE?
Equipment-specific reference equations are essential for accurate interpretation of lung function in early life
since use of equations derived from different infant lung function devices may lead to significant
misclassification of lung disease.

WHY READ ON?
The extent of bias that may be introduced by using reference ranges derived from different equipment
emphasises the need to use equipment-specific reference ranges when interpreting infant lung function
results to permit appropriate tracking of lung health across the early years.
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INTRODUCTION
During the past 20 years, the raised volume rapid thoraco-abdominal compression (RVRTC) technique for
obtaining forced expiratory flow-volume (FEFV) manoeuvres has been shown to discriminate clearly
between healthy infants and those with lung disease.[1-8] However, replacement of “in-house” infant lung
function (ILF) equipment by commercial devices has complicated data interpretation. In a recent survey on
the role of ILF tests in clinical practice, 77% of responders were using RVRTC, most of whom interpreted
results using reference data published in 2000[9] prior to introduction of commercial RVRTC devices.[10] We
have previously shown that prediction equations for RVRTC derived from “in-house” equipment are
inappropriate for commercially available devices, and although an interim correction factor was
proposed[11] this was only based on a limited dataset.
During the past five years, the increasing availability of RVRTC data from healthy infants studied using
commercial equipment in various centres worldwide, together with development of sophisticated statistical
modelling techniques has provided the opportunity to improve interpretation of ILF results by developing
more robust equipment-specific reference equations.
The primary aims of this study were to
i)

investigate the extent to which published equations,[9] or a proposed interim correction
factor[11] fit data collected using the only currently available commercially equipment for
assessing RVRTC (Jaeger MasterscreenTM BabyBody; Carefusion, Hoechberg, Germany)

ii)

collate available RVRTC data from centres using Jaeger® equipment and the same protocols and
to derive equipment-specific reference ranges for RVRTC outcomes

iii)

investigate the clinical implications of implementing the ‘Jaeger-specific’ reference equations in
infants with cystic fibrosis(CF).

To facilitate interpretation of longitudinal lung function(LF) data throughout childhood and adolescence, our
secondary aim was to apply similar methodology to develop separate reference equations for use in infants
previously studied with “in-house” equipment and the Respiratory Analysis Software Program(RASP), as
used in various studies prior to 2002.
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METHODS
An initial assessment of potentially available RVRTC data from healthy infants was undertaken by the
ATS/ERS Infant and Preschool LF testing Task Force in 2013. Collaborators were subsequently identified as
those indicating willingness to participate once data collection for specific studies had been completed.

RVRTC data from healthy infants and children <2.5 years of age collected using the Jaeger® BabyBody were
available from four specialised paediatric centres in the UK, Spain, Portugal and Australia as described
previously.[5,8,12-14] Similar data collected using the RASP system were also available from the UK
centre.[3,15] Regrettably, although RVRTC data collection using the nSpire IPL® system in healthy infants is
currently in progress, investigators were not in a position to release these data at time of collation, and this
device is no longer commercially available.
The reference population comprised healthy full term (≥37w gestational weeks and birthweight ≥2.5kg)
infants without congenital abnormalities or respiratory compromise (i.e. no current respiratory morbidity or
history of respiratory illness requiring hospitalisation) recruited to epidemiological studies or as controls for
clinical research.[3-5,8,12-15] A population of infants diagnosed with CF by new-born screening without
significant co-morbidity recruited to recent clinical research studies[13,16] was used to investigate the
impact of using different equations to interpret results. Local research ethics committee approval was
granted for each study (see online supplement (OLS) for details) and written informed parental consent
obtained for all infants.

Equipment and study protocol: LF tests were undertaken at least 3wks after any respiratory illness. Data
were collected during quiet sleep, after oral sedation with chloral hydrate (50-100 mg/kg depending on age).
RVRTC data collected using Jaeger® were obtained using identical study protocols for data collection,
analysis and quality control(QC).[17] RVRTC data using the “in-house” RASP equipment and identical
protocols were collated from studies undertaken in London prior to switching to the Jaeger® equipment in
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2002. RVRTC data collection and analyses were performed in accordance with ATS/ERS guidelines.[18]
Researchers from all centres were trained by the ILF team (AFH, SL, JS) in London, with inter-laboratory visits
to observe tests in progress and independent over-read of results to ensure QC.

Detailed descriptions of data collection and analysis using the Jaeger® equipment have been published.[17]
In brief, RVRTC was performed from an inflation pressure of 30 cmH2O, the manoeuvre being repeated until
three acceptable and repeatable FEFV curves were obtained. Forced expired volume in 0.5sec (FEV 0.5), forced
vital capacity (FVC), FEV0.5/FVC, forced expiratory flow when 75%FVC had been expired(FEF75) and FEF
between 25% and 75%FVC (FEF25-75) were reported from the “best” raised volume curve. The latter was
defined as the technically acceptable FEFV curve with the highest sum of FVC and FEV0.5.[18]

Statistical analysis
Descriptive characteristics are shown as mean (SD) or median (range) for continuous variables and as n(%)
for categorical ones(IBM SPSS Statistics v22). Multiple fractional polynomials[19] were used to identify the
most suitable transformation of the independent variables (i.e. height, weight, age) when modelling LF
outcomes to achieve normality of the residuals. The “nlme” package in R(version 3.1-117) was used to check
the models and the assumptions for the residuals distribution using the selected multiple fractional
polynomial transformations, taking into account repeated measurements in individuals nested within
centres by applying a random intercept model. Reference equations for RVRTC outcomes were then
constructed as described previously[20,21] using the LMS(lambda-mu-sigma) method[22] and the best
polynomial combination. This method is an extension of regression analysis that includes three components:
1)skewness (lambda, L), which models the departure of variables from normality using a Box-Cox
transformation; 2)median(mu, M) or predicted value; and 3)coefficient of variation(sigma, S), which models
the spread of values around the median and adjusts for any non-uniform dispersion. The three quantities are
allowed to change with length and/or age, to reflect changes in the distribution as children grow. The L, M
and S coefficients are combined algebraically to convert individual observations to z-scores: z-score =
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((measurement/M)L – 1)/(L x S).[22] The LMS method was applied using the GAMLSS package in R.[23]
Goodness of fit was assessed using the Schwarz Bayesian criterion, which compares consecutive models
directly while adjusting for increased complexity to determine the simplest model with best fit.[24] See OLS
for further details. In addition to age, body size and sex, the potential impact of ethnicity and tobacco smoke
exposure on RVRTC outcomes was also examined.

To examine the potential clinical implications of using different equations, RVRTC data from infants with CF
diagnosed by new-born screening that had been collected using the Jaeger® equipment were expressed as
z-scores using the new equipment-specific prediction equations and results compared with those derived
from published reference equations (“Jones” equations)[9] and after applying a previously proposed interim
correction factor.[11]

RESULTS
Healthy infants
RVRTC data from 431 healthy term infants on 653 test occasions were collated from the four centres. RASP
data were collected between 1997-2002 and Jaeger data between 2001-2014. After 14 exclusions(Figure 1),
data were available from 429 infants (50% boys; 88% White) on 639 test occasions (age:3.8- 117.8 weeks;
weight: 3.0-14.8 kg; length: 50.2-92.5 cm). Group characteristics of the reference population according to
equipment and centre are summarised in Table 1.
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Table 1 Group characteristics of reference population according to centre and equipment
Equipment
Centre

Jaeger®
London,
UK

Newcastle,
Australia

Subjects, n

114

Boys (%)

RASP
Lisbon,
Portugal

ALL

London,
UK

18

BarcelonaDonostia,
Spain
55

11

198

231

45%

61%

44%

82%

48%

52%

White (%)

76%

83%

100%

100%

84%

91%

Test occasions, n

206

18

88

11

323

316

Postnatal age*(w)

50.7(8-112)

56.4(15-112)

73.2(21-104)

57.9(45-118)

52.2(8-118)

7.7 (4-59)

75.5(54.1-92.5)

76.8(57.2-85.9)

79.0(54-86.8)

78.0(71.5-84.5)

75.9(54-92.5)

57.9(50.2-78.8)

zLengthǂ

0.76 (0.94)

-0.24(1.29)

0.10(1.17)

-0.04 (1.3)

0.50 (1.10)

0.25 (1.04)

zWeightǂ

0.32 (0.92)

0.20 (1.38)

0.14 (0.95)

-0.02(0.90)

0.25 (0.96)

-0.13 (0.92)

12%

22%

7%

18%

12%

36%

15%

67%

15%

36%

18%

44%

Length*(cm)

Smoking in
pregnancy (%)
Postnatal smoking
exposure (%)

*median (range); ǂ mean (SD) according to UK-WHO reference range for term infants;[25] Abbreviation: z= z-scores

Jaeger RVRTC data plotted against length showed a positive association between LF and growth with good
overlay between centres (Figure 2).

Extent to which RVRTC data fit published equations
When comparing RVRTC data between equipment (RASP vs. Jaeger®), the spread for LF outcomes, especially
FEF25-75, was higher for RASP data and appeared to increase with growth (OLS Figure S1). After adjusting for
age, height and sex, the Jones equations[9] provided a reasonable mean fit for the RASP data from healthy
term infants and young children but, with the exception of zFEV0.5/FVC, the spread of data was wider than
expected (mean(SD) zFEV0.5: -0.24(1.32); zFVC: -0.38(1.19); zFEF25-75: -0.03(1.38) z-scores) such that the lower
limit of normal would be inappropriate. The Jones equations[9] were not appropriate for Jaeger data, with LF
from healthy infants being significantly lower than expected by an average(SD) of 0.61(1.09) z-scores for
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FEV0.5, 0.36(1.09) z-scores for FVC, 0.31(1.18) for FEV0.5 /FVC and 1.13(1.05) z-scores for FEF25-75. The overestimation of abnormalities among these healthy subjects increased with length (Figure 3A) and age (OLS
Figure S2A).

New equipment-specific RVRTC reference equations
The Jaeger-specific RVRTC reference equations for infants and young children aged between 4-118 weeks,
with lengths between 54-92 cm are given in Table 2. The mean(SD) z-scores for all RVRTC outcomes in
healthy controls approximated 0(1) with 95% of data falling within ±1.96 z-scores(Figure 3B; OLS, Figure
S2B). Fitted centiles with the corresponding limits of normal are shown in OLS, Figure S3. No significant
associations between Jaeger® RVRTC outcomes and either ethnicity or tobacco smoke exposure were
identified. When modelling was limited to data from White subjects or those not exposed to tobacco
smoking, prediction equations were similar to those derived from all data (data not shown). Comparisons of
data from the different centres are shown in OLS, Figure S4.

Prediction equations for RASP data, applicable to infants aged 4-59 weeks and 50-79 cm are presented in the
OLS, Table S1 (see also Figure 3C; Figure S2C). For infants studied using RASP, in whom there was much
higher tobacco smoke exposure (Table S2), lower flows were observed among those exposed.
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Table 2 Jaeger RVRTC prediction equations
Jaeger
FEV0.5
M
exp(8.8873-25.349/√Length-1.668/√Age)
L
1
S
0.1296
FVC
M
exp(4.6391+0.023*Length-2.496/√Age)
L
1
S
exp(-1.6217-1.839/√Age)
FEV0.5/FVC
M
exp(0.0977-0.0942*LN(Age)-0.0285*Sex)
L
2.380
S
exp(-3.4316+0.3038*LN(Age))
FEF25-75
M
exp(7.8253-114.29/Length-0.064*Sex)
L
0.672005
S
0.2027
FEF75
M
exp(7.5205-131.29/Length-0.0662*Sex)
L
1
S
0.2417
Abbreviations: L: lambda (skewness); M: mu (median); S: sigma (coefficient of variation); length: length in
cm; Age: Age in weeks; LN: natural logarithm; Sex: girl =0; boy =1. These reference equations are only valid
for subjects between 4-118 weeks of age and 54-92cm in length.

Clinical implications of using different RVRTC reference equations when interpreting data from infants
with CF
Jaeger® RVRTC data were also available from 100(51% boys) new-born screened infants and young children
with CF, who were studied in London on 233 test occasions between 2009-2014 (median(range)
age:50.4w(8-111). The impact of using inappropriate reference equations for interpreting results is clearly
illustrated in Figure 4. Reliance on the ‘Jones’ reference equations[9] would have led to 57/233 (24.5%) tests
in CF infants being classified as having “abnormal” FEV0.5 (≤1.96 z-scores). However, application of the new
Jaeger-specific equations indicated that 58%(33/57) of CF infants with abnormal results according to Jones
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equations were misclassified. Similarly, of the 41(18%) and 83(36%) of CF infants identified as having
diminished FVC and FEF25-75 respectively according to Jones’ equations, 61%(25/41) and 69%(57/83) would
have been misclassified. When using the Jones equations, abnormalities in FVC and FEV0.5 were increasingly
over-estimated with age (Figure 5A). Thus both the prevalence and severity of LF abnormalities in CF infants
were grossly over-estimated when using the Jones equations. While application of the interim correction
factor to the Jones equations[11] tended to slightly overestimate abnormalities in younger infants, they
appeared adequate for older subjects (Figure 5B).

DISCUSSION
In this study we have shown conclusively that published reference data[9] for RVRTC outcomes which were
based on data collected using “in-house” systems are inappropriate for data collected using other
equipment, whether “in-house” or commercially available. Since RVRTC is being increasingly used worldwide
with Jaeger® Babybody being the only commercial equipment currently available, it is essential to have
appropriate and robust equipment-specific reference equations for interpreting data. FEFV data from
healthy infants collected using Jaeger® equipment were significantly lower than those predicted by the Jones
equations, resulting in an overestimation of abnormalities in both health and disease, the magnitude of
which increased with age. While adequate for older infants and toddlers, interim efforts to apply an
adjustment for equipment-specific differences[11] also over-estimated abnormality in younger infants.
Through multi-centre collaboration and using sophisticated statistical modelling techniques, we have now
developed improved equipment-specific RVRTC reference equations which will enhance interpretation of
infant LF results over the first two years of life.

Strengths and limitations
The multi-centre collaboration which provided the largest dataset of RVRTC results to date using the same
methodology and equipment is one of the main strengths of this study. In addition, the training provided by
experienced investigators in London, with independent QC and over-read of data from other centres
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ensured a high degree of QC and reliability, minimising the chance that the lower flows and volumes from
Jaeger® were simply due to failure to achieve flow-limitation or poor QC.

A potential limitation of the study is the small number of data from two of the sites and the possible bias
that could be introduced due to the fact that the Institute of Child Health in London not only provided the
majority of data and developed standardised QC criteria but also trained investigators from other centres.
Nevertheless, availability of the recently published ILF testing manual[17] with a step-by-step guide to ILF
assessments using Jaeger® equipment should facilitate future quality and consistency of such assessments,
allowing these new equations to be used reliably to interpret RVRTC data from other centres using the same
equipment and QC. There is an urgent need for users of nSpire® infant equipment to undertake a similar
exercise.

Equipment-specific differences and prediction equations
As reported previously, possible reasons for the lower flows observed when using Jaeger® rather than “inhouse” equipment include differences in internal algorithms relating to BTPS and volume drift
corrections.[11] It is therefore not surprising that the Jones equations[9] are inappropriate for interpreting
data from current commercial equipment. The overestimation of predicted values according to Jones such
that Jaeger® results were under-estimated, resulted in a progressive over-estimation of abnormalities with
age (Figure 5A). These results emphasise the importance of examining whether potential lung function
reference equations are appropriate across the entire age or height range studied and not simply as a group
mean. We previously developed an interim correction factor that could be applied to the Jones equations in
an attempt to address observed equipment-related differences.[11] However, due to the relatively few
healthy infants studied with the Jaeger® device at the time, sample size was unsuitable for complex
modelling and hence did not completely solve the problem. Thus although application of the interim
correction factors improved the fit for Jaeger® data from older infants, they still tended to over-estimate
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abnormalities in younger infants (Figure 5B). Reasons for discrepancies in this age group could also relate to
the limited number of very young infants included within the original Jones dataset.
Neither the Jones nor the new Jaeger® equations should be applied to data collected using the RASP system,
prediction equations for which are presented in Table S1, OLS. Although use of such equations will be limited
to the relatively small number of centres which used this equipment and software in the past,[3] their
availability will facilitate improved interpretation of longitudinal studies, such as that currently being
undertaken in clinically diagnosed children with CF,[26,27] who are now being followed up during
adolescence (www.ucl.ac.uk/london-cystic-firbosis/).

Reference population
As reported previously,[9,11] length and age are major determinants of infant LF, with sex also contributing
to the FEV0.5/FVC ratio and FEF%, indicating relatively smaller airway calibre in relation to lung size in boys
compared to girls during the first 2 years of life. Ethnic differences in LF in older subjects have been well
documented.[28] However, within the current reference population, ethnicity was not shown to be
associated with RVRTC outcomes, possibly due to the limited data from those of non-White, European
descent. Results from such subjects must therefore be interpreted cautiously until further ethnic-specific
data are available.
In contrast to the approach taken by Jones et al.,[9] we did not include “smoking status” in the regression
models so that the potential impact of tobacco smoke exposure can be examined separately. Following
successive government strategies to tackle smoking in the UK,[29] smoking prevalence in London mothers
has fallen over the past decade from ~40% in the 1990s[15,30] to around 16% currently.[8] The lack of
association between tobacco smoke exposure and LF in infants studied using the Jaeger® equipment,
probably reflects the recent low exposure rates. By contrast, during earlier assessments using the RASP
device where a much higher proportion of infants were exposed to household smoking,[15,30] FEV 0.5/FVC
and FEF25-75 were both significantly lower when compared to those not exposed (OLS,Table S2).
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Clinical implications
The clinical importance of appropriate reference equations for interpreting LF data in older children and
adults is well recognised.[31,32] Its relevance to infants and young children is particularly timely given the
importance of accurately interpreting outcome in diseases such as CF in the first few years of life in an era
when the potential for early disease-modifying treatments is becoming a reality. Understanding which
infants have abnormal LF or how change over time occurs within individuals is only possible with appropriate
reference data to track lung health accurately. Our results clearly illustrate the potential consequences of
using inappropriate reference equations. Despite the well-recognised difficulties,[33] we have always
recruited and prospectively assessed healthy controls for clinical research projects in order to strengthen
interpretation of results. The importance of such an approach is illustrated by our current findings, since
without such controls we would have misinterpreted both the prevalence and magnitude of abnormalities
among new-born screened infants with CF during the first 2 years of life, as well as the change over time.
Despite the shift in z-scores between published and new equipment-specific equations, the magnitude of the
difference in z-scores between CF infants and healthy controls remained similar whether previously
published[9,11] or current reference ranges were applied. This confirms recent reports that LF in new-born
screened CF infants remains stable or improves during the first 2 years of life, with considerably smaller
deficits than previously observed prior to the introduction of new-born screening.[13,16] By contrast, had
we relied solely on the original Jones equations without a contemporaneous control group, we would have
falsely concluded that LF deteriorates with age in new-born screened infants, with mean FEV0.5
approximating -2z-scores during the second year of life (Figure 5A). We suggest that such scenarios may
contribute the significant ‘abnormalities’ in infant LF outcomes reported by others in the new-born screened
CF literature.[7] Continued use of inappropriate reference equations for longitudinal follow up would result
in significant over-diagnosis of abnormal LF, and over-estimation of the rate of decline in LF during the first 2
years of life.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have shown that published reference ranges derived from “in-house” equipment are inappropriate for
interpreting RVRTC data collected using other equipment, including the only commercially available system
currently available. We present new robust equipment-specific RVRTC prediction equations to improve
interpretation of data previously collected using the RASP system as well as current data obtained with the
Jaeger® device, although further work is required to ascertain whether these are equally applicable to
infants who are not of White European descent. As in older subjects, even when adequate reference
equations are available, assessment and interpretation of LF in infants should always be undertaken within
an appropriate clinical context. Our equipment-specific equations for infant LF testing will improve the
ability to track lung health from early life. This should, in turn, ultimately improve our understanding of the
evolution of respiratory morbidity in diseases such as CF, and enable an appropriate evaluation of the utility
of infant LF testing as an outcome measure in clinical trials.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1 Flowchart illustrating collated FEFV data from four centres
Legend: To ensure prediction equations were not biased by distribution, the range of collated data used for
deriving the prediction equations were limited to subjects with length <95cm for Jaeger data and age < 60w
for RASP data.

Figure 2 FEFV data using the Jaeger equipment according to centre
Legend: As can be seen, there was good overlay between centres. Further details are presented in the online
supplement (Fig S4)

Figure 3 FEFV data from healthy infants according to published and new equipment-specific prediction
equations
Legend: Within a normal population, one would expect 95% of a healthy population to fall within ±1.96 SD or
z-scores of predicted values, with only 2.5% below the lower limit of normal (LLN: ≤ -1.96z).[28] While this is
true for the new equipment-specific equations shown in panels B and C, when the Jones equations[9] are
applied to results from healthy infants studied using either the RASP system or Jaeger equipment (Panel A),
up to 15% fell below the LLN depending on outcome.

Figure 4 Comparison of FEFV data from newborn screened infants with CF collected using the Jaeger®
device when interpreted according to Jones et al and the new Jaeger-specific equations
Legend: Data were available from 100 infants with CF on 233 occasions. Solid lines denote the mean value
for the group and dotted lines denote the upper and lower limit of the normal range (ULN and LLN, as
defined by ±1.96 z-scores).
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Figure 5. Discrepancies in calculated FEFV z-scores between existing and new reference equations
according to subjects’ age
Legend: Graphs are plotted as the z-score difference (Δz) in FEFV outcomes in each infant between results
derived from A) Jones[9] minus current Jaeger-specific and B) Interim correction factor applied to Jones[11]
minus new Jaeger-specific reference equations. When using the Jones equations, the relative
underestimation of lung function is progressive with age, whereas the interim correction factor [11] adjusts
adequately for infants above ~ 15 weeks of age but tends to under-estimate results in younger infants.
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